Blind extraction and localization of sound sources using point sources based approaches.
This paper presents theoretical models for blind sound source localization and separation of the signals emitted by arbitrary point sources in free space. Source localizations are achieved by a model based approach that accounts for the spherical spreading of an acoustic wave and utilizes an iterative triangulation, based on the signals measured by a three-dimensional microphone array. Once source locations are determined, the source signals are separated by using the point source separation (PSS) method, which is valid for all types of signals, including harmonic, continuous, transient, random, narrowband and broadband. General solutions for signals separation are presented. Theoretically, PSS can reconstruct the individual source signals exactly. This is because it employs the free-space Green's function, which defines the exact correlation among individual sources and measurement microphones. To validate PSS, numerical simulations are carried out and results are compared with those obtained by FastICA (Independent Component Analysis) code. The impacts of various parameters such as the microphone configuration, type of source signals, signal to noise ratio, number of microphones and source localization errors on the quality of signals separation by using PSS and FastICA are examined. The advantages and disadvantages of PSS and FastICA are compared and discussed.